Someone at the door – The neighbour
Transcript
Sunita

Hello?

Janet

Hello, have you just moved in? I think I saw you on the street.

Sunita

Yes, actually. We just moved here last month.

Janet

Well, I just wanted to come round and say hello. I’m your neighbour. I live upstairs, on the
second floor.

Sunita

Oh, that’s very nice. Come in. It’s good to meet you.

Janet

You too (they shake hands). What’s your name?

Sunita

I’m Sunita.

Janet

Oh. That’s an unusual name. Where are you from? Are you from… Sri Lanka?

Sunita

No, actually, we’re from India.

Janet

Oh I’ve got a friend from India.

Sunita

Oh right. So, what about you? What’s your name?

Janet

I’m Janet. And you’ve got … one son, is that right?

Sunita

Yes, he’s six years old. Have you got any children?

Janet

Yes, I’ve got a son too. Same age.

Sunita

Oh that’s great. Perhaps they can play together some time?

Janet

Yes, that’s a good idea. Let’s do that.

Sunita

Mmm. So, when did you move here?

Janet

Me? I was born here. I’ve lived in this building all my life!

Sunita

Oh, so you probably know everyone then.

Janet

Well, not everyone.. but a lot of people. What about you? Have you met any of the
neighbours yet?

Sunita

No, not really. It’s quite difficult, because my English isn’t very good.

Janet

What?! Your English is fine! Anyway, lots of people are from lots of different countries
here.

Sunita

Oh right.

Janet

I know: two of the neighbours are coming round to my flat for coffee on Friday morning.
Do you want to come? You can meet them.

Sunita

OK, that would be nice. Where do you live?

Janet

Number 33.

Sunita

OK. What time should I come round?

Janet

About 10.30. Is that OK?

Sunita

Yes, that sounds nice, thank you. Oh … I’ll make a cake from my country. It’s called
‘mava’ cake. I’m sure you’ll like it!

Janet

Alright. That’s great. See you Friday then Sunita.

Sunita

Thank you Janet. See you.
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